
Tackers match report from Round 12 vs Parkside White.   
 
Despite ABC Radio’s best efforts, the weather forecast for Sunday morning – Round 12 versus 
Parkside White - was delightfully inaccurate with a mild, overcast and windless morning greeting 
Dragons players - and delighting parents.  Perfect footy weather. The venue: the leafy surrounds of 
Pitcher Park, Alphington with a playing surface in reasonable nick, notwithstanding the recent rain.  
As in previous seasons, inexplicably, Pitcher Park’s peculiar strain of buffalo grass is genetically 
modified to die on 1

st
 July every year...and so it happened.  The only living things on the ground were 

players, an umpire and the odd weed. 
 
Both teams suffered pre-game selection challenges. Nathan shook off the effects of a mystery virus 
and bout in hospital to take the field, yet Parkside young gun Cooper Robley wasn’t so lucky, being 
ruled out on the morning.  Inspired by Hudson’s ultra-flashy set of wheels, the Dragons started like a 
house on fire, with the man himself booting 2 goals in the opening term. Aiden, Jonah, Miles and Liam 
S were valuable contributors. 
 
The second quarter highlights were mostly one percenters.  Mile’s inspirational shepherd , Aiden’s tap 
to keep the ball in, Jonah’s left foot pass to hit his team mate lace out, Antonio, Freddy and Riley were 
impassable in defence...and another goal to Hudson. 
 
The third quarter was notable for the Dragon’s continued repelling of Parkside’s attacks.  Nathan was 
shifted from full back to the mid-field to add some bite, while Seamus, Oliver and Alex were in 
everything through the centre....and Hudson kicked his fourth goal – a pearler – on the run.  At this 
moment, the coaching brains trust saw fit to bench Hudson in a vain attempt to cool his white hot form 
down to a mere red.   
 
With the game well in hand, Hudson – back on the ground and now at Centre Half Back – drifted 
forward and duly posted his fifth major, courtesy of great play from Nic.  Aiden ran and bounced his 
way down the field, Will Cole laid a great shepherd for Nic’s run and bounce; Si, Hamish and Anthony 
feasted on crumbs off the packs while Liam KC hustled and bustled in his usual style.  The game 
couldn’t have been complete without another goal from Hudson, for which he truly delivered taking his 
total to six.  A remarkable achievement. 
 
Great game, Dragons! 

 


